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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Markov processes have become a powerful tool in partial differential 
equations \and potential theory with important applications to physics. It 
seems that the class of analytic problems amenable to the probabilistic 
approach can be substantially extended by using multiparameter stochastic 
processes, i.e., random fields. In this paper we consider the simplest random 
fields X,=(X,!,..., X:) corresponding to several independent Markov 
processes observed at different times. If Pi; are transition probabilities for 
X’, then the product measure P, = I’IP.$ describes the behavior of X, with 
initial condition X0 = x = (x’, . . . , x“). 
1.2. We are motivated by the classical Dirichlet problem: To find a 
continuous function which is harmonic in a bounded domain D of a 
Euclidean space and which coincides with a given continuous function f on 
the complement B of D. If a solution exists, it can be expressed by the 
formula* 
(1.1) 
where (X,, P,) is the Brownian motion in Rd and -r is the first exit time of X, 
from D. Generally, h coincides with f q.e. (quasi-everywhere) on B, i.e., 
except a set of capacity 0. 
Suppose that h is harmonic in D and that fi is a ball with center x. If 
d U a6 C D, then h(x) is equal to the mean value of h on ad. In 
probabilistic terms this means 
(1.2) 
‘Research supported by NSF Grant MCS 77-03543. 
*If P is a measure and Y is a function, then PY means the integral of Y with respect to P 
over the entire domain of Y. 
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where (I is the first exit time of the Brownian motion from d. Formula (1.2) 
holds for every Bore1 subset fi of D and every x E 5. It can be taken as the 
definition of a harmonic function and this definition is applicable to an 
arbitrary standard Markov process and to every measurable subset D of the 
state space E. 
1.3. Let t = (t’, . . . , tk), s = (s’, . . . , sk). We writes < t ifs’< t’ for all 
i, and we write s 5 t if si 5 t’ for all i. If X’ is a Markov process in a space 
E’ and X = (X’, . . . , Xk), then to each set B in the product space E = E’ 
x . . . X E k, there corresponds a set {t : t > 0, X, E B}. Generally there is 
no first element of this set. However, if B = B’ X . * * X Bk (we call such sets 
rectangles), then the first element does exist and is given by T = (T’, . . . , rk), 
where 7i is the first exit time of Xi from D’ = E \ B’. 
We say that T is the exit time of X from D = D’ X * . * X Dk. 
Formula (1.1) defines a function with the-following mean value property: 
If (I is the exit time of X from a rectangle D C D, then 
Here 
T(0, a)h(x) = 0 forallx. (1.3) 
T(0, u) = z-(0, a’) 9 ’ -T(O, uk), 
T(0, u’)h(x) = h(x) - P,h(x’,..., xi--l, X;,, xi+‘,.. ., xk), 
i= l,...,k (1.4) 
(the operator T(0, ui) acts on h as a function of xi keeping the rest of the 
components fixed). Obviously, (1.3) and (1.2) coincide if k = 1. For every 
subset D of E, we say that h is harmonic in D if (1.3) holds for all rectangles 
fi CD. 
1.4. Let us consider the classical Dir-i&let problem of Subsection 1.2 for 
the class of harmonic functions defined in Subsection 1.3 assuming that all 
processes Xi are Brownian motions. If D is not a rectangle, formula (1.1) 
cannot be used. However, we can use it in a modified form. It is well known 
(see, e.g., [l, Chap. 51) that, if f E C2, E is an open ball which contains 
D U aD, and if f = 0 on i3E, then the function (1.1) can be represented in E 
by the formula 
(1.5) 
where % = (7, /3), fi is the first exit time from E and cp = - +e f, A is the 
Laplacian. A natural multidimensional analog of (7, j3) is 
Z= {t:X,@D forsome O<s<t<p}, 0.6) 
wherefiistheexittimeofX=(X’,...,Xk)fromE=E’X --*XEk. 
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For a certain class of domains D c E (see Subsection 1.5), we prove that 
the function given by formulas (I .5), (1.6) is harmonic in D and coincides on 
E\D with 
Here 
g(x, y) = fIgi(xi, Y’), 
g’( xi, yi) = p( xi, yip& 
(1.7) 
pi is the transition density of the Brownian motion killed at time pi. Let 
fECZk and f = 0 if xi E 3E’ for at least one i. Then 
,-+, = (-l)k2-kh’ . . .A“f, 
where ti is the Laplacian applied to f as a function of x’. 
As a rule, the function described by (1.5) and (1.6) is not the only solution 
of the Dirichlet problem. To get uniqueness, it is necessary to impose 
additional conditions on h. This can be done in terms of Hilbert spaces. 
We consider processes which have a symmetric transition density with 
respect to a measure m (for the Brownian motion, m is the Lebesgue 
measure). With every such process, a Hilbert space H, called the Dirichlet 
space, is associated. For the d-dimensional Brownian motion lolled at the 
first exit time from an open ball E, H consists of functions f considered up 
to m-equivalence such that the weak first partial derivatives 4 are square- 
integrable in E and f tends to 0 along the normal to aE at almost all points 
of aE. The inner product is defined by the formula 
The Dirichlet space H for a family X = (X’, . . . , Xk) is the tensor product 
of the Dirichlet spaces H’ corresponding to Xi, i = 1, . . . , k. 
1.5. Domains D which we consider are described by the condition 
D = {x: F@(x)) < 0}, (1.10) 
where Q(x) = (@‘(x1), . . . , iak(xk)), ip’ is a real-valued function on E’, and 
F is a monotone transformation of Rk (i.e., F(u) 5 F(u) if u I u). 
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No topology in the state space is used. Instead we introduce a class M of 
measures on E = E’ X . . . X E k such that 
g is defined by (1.8) and (1.9). We say that h E H is regular if P,h( X,) + 
p(h) as t + 0 for all p E M.3 The expression q.e. means CL-a.e. for all 
p E M. 
Suppose that D has the form (1.10) and f has the form (1.7). Under mild 
additional assumptions on Q”, we prove that, if f E H, then the function h 
given by (1 S), (1.6) is the only regular element of H which is harmonic in D 
and which is equal to f q.e. on B = E \ D. 
An explicit expression of h through values off on B has been given by 
Vanderbei [lo]. An implication of his formula is: Instead of the condition 
h E H, the solution (1.5) of the Dir&let problem can be specified by the 
conditions 
%fh=%ff q.e.onB,i= l,..., k- 1, 
where %: = %,I,. . . gi, Bi is the infinitesimal generator of the Markov 
process Xi;, r: = inf( t : t > 0, @I( X;) - Oi( Xd;) 1 u). (Such processes, 
called stochastic waves, are studied in [5].) 
1.6. We use the method of orthogonal projections. Let H(B) be the 
minimal subspace of the Dirichlet space H which contains all functions 
(1.11) 
Let h be a regular element of H. We prove that h is harmonic in 
D = E \ B if h E H(B) and we prove that h = 0 q.e. on B if h is orthogonal 
to H(B). This implies: The orthogonal projection of a regular f onto H(B) 
is a solution of the Dirichlet problem for D and f. 
We say that B is simple if H(B) contains all h harmonic in D = E \ B. In 
this case, the solution of the Dirichlet problem for D is unique in H. All sets 
are simple for k = I. For k > 1, a class of simple sets is described in 
Subsection 1.5. 
1.7. A handy tool for the probabilistic solution of the Dirichlet problem 
is provided by additive functionals of several Markov processes investigated 
in [3]. To every measure p E M, there corresponds an additive functional 
A,. The solution of the Dirichlet problem for a set D of the form (1.10) and 
a function (1.11) is given by the formula h(x) = P,A( ‘Z), where % is defined 
by (1.6). 
‘As usual P, means the integral of I’, with respect to p. 
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1.8. Numerous discussions with R. Vanderbei have been very stimulating 
for the author. P. Sheppard suggested anumber of corrections and improve- 
ments to the manuscript. 
2. DIRICHLET SPACES 
2.1. We consider a class M of u-finite measures on a measurable space 
(E, 53) which is complete in the following sense: With every measure ~1, M 
contains its restriction to any set B E 9. 
We say that functions f, and fi are M-equivalent if they coincide ya.e. for 
every 1-1 E M. This happens if and only if p( f,) = p( f,) for all p E M such 
that ~(1 f, I> < 00. 
Let H be a Hilbert space. We say that a %!I X a-measurable function 
g(x, y) is an M-reproducing kernel for H if a subset HO of H can be 
identified with a set of real-valued $-measurable functions, considered up 
to M-equivalence, in such a way that: 
2.1.A. For every p E M, 
belongs to HO. 
2.1.B. If h E HO, then 
<Jo h)ff= P(h) for all p E M 
(here (. , . )H is the inner product in H). 
2.1.C. Elements& p E M linearly generate H (i.e., every element of H 
is a limit of finite linear combinations of 4). 
If conditions 2.1,A, B, C hold for a set HO, they hold for HO which consists 
of J,, f~ E 44. On the other hand, these conditions are satisfied for the set H, 
whtch can be described as follows: h belongs to H, if there exists a 
%-measurable function 6 such that (4, h)H = p(K) for all p E M. The 
function i is defined by h up to M-equivalence and it determines h uniquely. 
The set HP is the maximal set for which conditions 2.1.A, B,C hold. We call 
elements of H, regular elements of the Hilbert space H. 
An example of a complete class M is given by the null measure and all 
probability measures concentrated at singletons: S,(B) = l,(B). In this case 
H, = H and an M-reproducing kernel is the Aronszajn-Bergman reproduc- 
ing kernel (see, e.g., [ 11, Chap. 3, Sect. 91). 
It follows from 2.1.A, B that, for every p, v E M, 
P-1) 
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where 
(2.2) 
Thus condition 2.1.C implies that H is defined up to isomorphism by M 
and g. 
By (2.1) (p, FL)~ < cc for all p E M. If 6, E M, then g(x, x) < co. Our 
main interest is in the case when g(x, x) is infinite for all x and therefore M 
contains none of measures 6,. 
We put ii E fi if fi = p, - p2, ~~~11~ E M and we extend the mapping 
p + J, and the functjon (p, v)~ to M by linearity. Formulae (2.1) and (2.2) 
hold for all n, Y E M. 
Let g(x, y) be an arbitrary positive symmetric 3 X %-measurable func- 
tion. The class M of all u-finite measures p such that (CL, ~1)~ < cc is 
complete. We claim that g is an M-reproducing kernel if and only if 
G-whf~O forallj.4 Eti. (2.3) 
The “only if’ part follows from (2.1). On the other hand, if (2.3) holds, then 
the functions 4, p E 2, with the inner product defined by (2.1) form a 
pre-Hilbert space. The completion H of this space and the set HO = { &, p E 
M} satisfy conditions 2.1.A, B, C. We say that H is the Hilbert space 
produced by the kernel g(x, y). 
2.2. Let (E, 9, m) be a measure space and let T be the set of all k-tuples 
t = (t’,..., tk) of positive numbers t ’ > 0,. . . , tk > 0. A positive function 
p,(x, y), t E T, x, y E @ is called a symmetric tran_sition density (STD) if: 
2.2.A. p,(x, y) is ‘8 X $8 X ‘%-measurable (93 is the Bore1 u-algebra 
in T). 
2.2~8. l,p,<x, y)m(dy)p,(y, 2) = P~+~(x, z> for all s, t E T, x, z E E. 
2.2.C. j,p,(x, y)m(dy) I 1 for all t E T, x E E and the left side tends 
to 1 as t --f 0. 
2.2.D. p,(x, y) = p,( y, x) for all t, x, y. 
If pi8(xi, y’) is a STD in (E’, gi, mi), i = 1,2,. . . , q, then the formula 
PAX, Y > = ii* p;4xi9 Y9 fort = (t’,. .., P), x = (xl,. . ., x4), 
y= (Y’,...,Yq 
defines a STD in the product space (E, %I, m) = IIp,,(E’, $?I’, m’). We 
denote it by p’ X . . . Xpq. 
Transition densities with one-dimensional time parameter t E (0, + oo) 
play an important role in the theory of Markov processes. In this paper we 
deal mostly with products p’ X . . . Xpk of such densities. 
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Green’s function for p is defined by the formula 
&9 Y) = l,p,(,, y)dt. 
It follows from 2.2.B, D that 
(24 
4w = /EP,(% yMdy)* (2.6) 
Hence (2.3) holds and g(x, r) produces a Hilbert space H. We call H the 
Dirichlet space associated with p. All measures p such that (EL, P)~ < cc are 
u-finite (see, [3, Lemma 4.31) and therefore belong to M. 
Put 
P,(x, B) = j$x’ y)m(dy), (2.7) 
gsb, Y> =LP~ Y) dt, 
s 
P.8) 
where T, = {t : t > s} (we consider the partial order in T described in 
Subsection 1.3). Let 
(m(B) = jj(dX)P,(% B)> (2.9) 
We have 
W(x) = /E~z(xv dy)f(y). (2.10) 
T,f,(x) = fp&d = &xv d@y), 
(2.13) 
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These relations and formulas (2.1) (2.5) imply that, for all ~1, v E ti, 
II T,f, II H 5 II r, II H, (2.14) 
IIT,&&-f,ll,-, 0 as t + 0, (2.15) 
vtf,, h)Ff= ($0 T.fi)H. (2.16) 
It follows from (2.14) and 2.1.C that there exists a unique contraction 
semi-group T in H which satisfies (2.10) for f = h, p E M. By (2.15) and 
(2.16), T, is strongly continuous and self-adjoint. If f E H, then 1; f is 
regular and can be described by formula (2.10) since, for every p E M, 
c&9 T,f j/-f = V& f )H = C.&T,, f )H = jJ$dx)P,(xP dY)f(Y)* 
2.3. The set A4 is a metric space with the distance d(p, v) = (p - v, p - 
v)‘A2. By (2.1 l), (2.15) and (2.1), for every p E M, 
d(P, m + 0 as t + 0. (2.17) 
Let A,, t E and let p,, be the restriction of p to A,. A measure ~1 belongs to 
M if and only if sequence II CL, II M is bounded. If p E M, then d&, II) --f 0. 
Hence finite measures are everywhere dense in M and, by (2.17), so are 
measures pcIT,, where t > 0, p E M, p(E) < 00. 
Measure vr = PT can be represented in the form vl(dx) = cp,(x)m(dx), 
where QJ~ = a: is defined by (2.6). It follows from 2.2.B, D that 
I() Tv, cpt dt = 2-k(p, p),,.,< 00. 
Hence for almost all t, v,(cp,) < ce and d(vI, vl, .) + 0 as n --f cc, where v~, n
is the restriction of V~ to the set A, n = {x: cp,( x) < n}. We conclude that 
the measures cp(x)m(dx) with bounded cp are everywhere dense in M. 
LEMMA 2.1. If 
g,(x, 4 < 00 forallt>O, XEE, (2.18) 
then M is the closure of the set pT,, where t > 0 and p are concentrated on 
finite subsets of E. 
Proof4 Let S, be the probability measure concentrated at x. By (2.12) 
and (2.18), S,T, E M. Hence all measures described in the statement of the 
lemma belong to M. Let Q be the closure of this set. It is sufficient to prove 
4The proof is close to that of Lemma 0.1 in [2]. However, the proof of Lemma 0.1 contains 
an error which is corrected here. 
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that~T,~Qforallfinite~~Mandallt>O.Fixt>OandputvX=6,T,. 
Since II vX II M is measurable in x, there exists, for every e > 0, a partition of 
E into disjoint sets C,, . . . , C,,, . . . such that 
IIvy v&j cc forallx,yECi,i=l ,..., n ,... (2.19) 
(cf. [ll, p. 1311). We choose a point ci of C, for every i and we put GX = v’, 
for x E C,. Let pn be the restriction of p E M to A, = C, U . . - UC,. We 
have 
where 
It follows from (2.19) and (2.20) that 
I c*p,( E)* 5 c*/A( E)*. (2.21) 
Since II &, II M are bounded, measure 
i=l 
belongs to Q. By (2.21), IlpLT, - p,ll$, I c2p(EJ2. Hence pq E Q, 
COROLLARY. Let H be the Dirichlet space associated with a family 
P’, *. * , pk and let Hi be the Dirichlet space corresponding to pi. Under 
condition (2.18) H is linearly generated by the elements 
where 
h’(x’) . . .hk(xk), (2.22) 
h’(x’) = /E’gi(xi, y')p.'(dy'), pi E M’. 
Indeed, by Lemma 2.1 and condition 2.1 .C, it suffices to check that all 
elements j& have form (2.22). By (2.1 l), f6cT,(x) = g,(x, c) and we get 
(2.22) taking pi = 6,,T,1. 
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2.4. Suppose H’, . . . , Hk are Hilbert spaces and h = h’@ . . . @/zk is a 
mapping of the Cartesian product H’ X * . * X Hk into H such that the 
elements hi@ . . . @h k linearly generate H and 
(h’@ . . . @hk, 6’@ . . -@‘k)H= (h’, !& . ..(hk. /?)+ (2.23) 
Then we write H = H’@ . . * @ Hk and we call H the tensor product of 
HI,..., Hk. It follows from (2.23) that h’@ . . * @hk is linear in each 
factor h’. 
Let a mapping h = h’ @ . . . @ hk be defined only on Hd X . . . X H,k, 
where Hi is an everywhere dense subset of H’ closed under addition and 
multiplication by numbers. If (2.23) holds, then the mapping can be 
continued, in a unique way, to H’ X * * * X Hk preserving this property. 
If A’ is a linear mapping from H’ to Hi, then there exists a unique linear 
operator A from H’B *..@Hk to H’@ --* @Bk such that A(h’ 
63 ** .@‘hk)=A’h’@ . . .@‘Akhk. We write A = A’@ ... @Ak. 
Let H be the Dirichlet space associated with a family p’, . . . , pk and let 
Hi be associated with pi. Put Hi = { &, pi E M’}, 
h’@O . . - @hk(x) = h’(x’) . . .hk(xk) for h’ E Hd,. . . , hk E H,k. (2.24) 
Equation (2.23) is satisfied. By Corollary to Lemma 2.1, elements (2.24) 
linearly generate H if (2.18) holds. 
Starting from now we consider only STD subject to condition (2.18). 
It is clear that 
T,( h’@ . . . @hk) = r,!( h’) @ . . . @ T,$( hk) 
for h’E Hi,..., hk E H,!‘. By continuity, this equation holds for all h’ E 
H’, . . . , hk E Hk. Hence 
ly = T,I’@ ’ * * cxu$. (2.25) 
2.5. Let 
Lu = i Di(aijDju) - cu 
i,j=l 
be a self-adjoint strictly elliptic differential operator in a bounded domain E 
of Rd (here Di means the partial derivative with respect to the i th coordi- 
nate). We assume that the boundary aE is smooth, that aij and c are smooth 
functions in E U i?E and c 2 0. Let m be the Lebesgue measure on E. The 
fundamental solution p,(x, y) of the parabolic equation 
au 
at = Lu 
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in E with the zero boundary conditions has properties 2.2.A, B, C, D and 
(2.18) (see, e.g., [l, Appendix; Chap. 13, Sect. 51 or [6]). 
Put f E S if: 
(a) f belongs to the class C2 on E; 
(b) f(x) + 0 as x + a for all araE; 
(c) Lf(x) is bounded. 
For every f E S, measure p( dx) = -Lf(x)m(dx) belongs to fi and 
f = f,. On the other hand, fp E S f or every measure I = cp(x)m(dx) 
with bounded ‘p. Hence S is an everywhere dense subset of H. 
Let f E S, ‘p = - Lf. By (2.1), (f, f )H = m(cpf ). Integration by parts 
gives 
where 
C(fY 
d d 
(2.26) 
f)=i ~,(aijDif)(Djf)+cf2=l IZonij(Dif)(Djf)y 
(2.27) 
where D,f = f, a, = c, ai, = aoi = 0 for i # 0. Formulas (2.26), (2.27) and 
PoincarC’s inequality (see, e.g., [8, p. 1571) imply that 
(f,f)HLrm(f2) forallfES, (2.28) 
where r > 0 is a constant depending on E and L. 
Let us consider several operators L’, . . . , Lk and the Dirichlet space H 
associated with the corresponding fundamental solutions p’, . . . , pk. By 
Subsection 2.4, H is the tensor product of Hi corresponding to L’, i = 
1 , . . . , k. Put 
e(f, f) = 5 ... $ (Dj-D$)f(Dj,-Dj)f. (2.29) 
il, j' =O ik, jk=O 
If f = f’@ .--@fk E S’@ ...@Sk, then e(f, f) = e’(f’, f’) 
. . .lZk( fk, fk) and, by (2.23) formulas (2.26), (2.28) hold for all f E S’ 
@J . . . @Sk. Hence H can be identified with a subset of L2(m) which 
consists of elements possessing weak partial derivatives D/t . . . D$ F E L2( m) 
for all i’ = 0, 1,. . . , d’; . . . ; ik = 0, 1,. . . , dk. If L’, . _ . , Lk are the Lapla- 
cians, we have the situation discussed in the Introduction. 
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2.6. A natural imbedding of the Dirichlet space associated with a family 
P’, . . * 9 pk into L*(m) is possible under the following condition 
for all cp E L*(m) 
(2.30) 
(r > 0 is a constant). In particular, (2.30) holds if there is a constant h > 0 
such that 
p,(x, E) 5 e-** for all t, x. (2.31) 
We prove in [4] that under condition (2.30) h E H is regular if and only if 
p(T,h) -+ p(h) as t 58 for every p E M. Therefore the definitions of regular 
elements given in Subsections 1.5 and 2.1 are consistent. 
2.7. For every B E 9, we denote by M(B) the set of all measures p E M 
such that p( E \ B) = 0. If p E M, then @(dx) = cp(x)p( dx) belongs to M 
for every bounded cp. Hence, if p(h) = 0 for all p E M(B), then h = 0 q.e. 
on B. 
Let H(B) stand for the subspace of H generated by f,, p E M(B). The 
orthogonal complement of H(B) is denoted by H(D), where D = E \ B. If 
a regular h belongs to fi( D), then p(h) = (h, f,), = 0 for all p E M(B). 
Hence h = 0 q.e. on B. 
We denote by II,f the orthogonal projection of f on H(B). If f and 
h = II,f are regular, then h = f q.e. on B. 
2.8. The following elementary properties of orthogonal projections will 
be used for the evaluation of the operators II,. Let H,, n = 1,2,. . . be 
subspaces of a Hilbert space H and let II, be the orthogonal projection 
onto H,,. 
2.8.A. If H,, . . . , H,,, . . . are orthogonal, then 
rIf = 2rI”f 
is the orthogonal projection onto the sum ZH,,. 
2.8.B. If H, 1 H2 1 a.. > H,, > . . . , then 
IIf = limII,f 
is the orthogonal projection onto fl H,. 
2.8.C. If H, C H2 C . . . C H, C . . . , then 
IIf = limlI,f 
is the orthogongal projection onto V H,, (i.e., on the smallest subspace which 
contains all H,). 
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2.9. We prove two lemmas which allow us to evaluate orthogonal projec- 
tions onto certain subspaces of the tensor product H = H’@ . . . @Hk. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Z? be a subspace of Hi. If III’ is the orthogonal projection 
onto fi’, then II = II’@ . . * @ IIk is the orthogonal projection onto fi = ai’ 
63 .* * oiik. 
Proof. It suffices to show that, for h = h’@ . . * @Ohk, IIh is the ortho- 
gonal projection of h onto &. We have hi = II’h’ + fi where f i is orthogonal 
to pi. It follows from (2.23) that h = IIh + f, where f is orthogonal to fi. 
On the other hand, IIh E fi. 
In Lemma 2.3 we consider a partial order on the set (0, 1, . . . , a}k defined 
by the condition: (n’, . . . , nk) I (m’, . . . , mk) if ni L mi for i = 1,. . . , k. A 
subset of a partially ordered set is called final if it contains with every 
element m all elements n 2 m. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let subspaces Hi > H{ > . . . > Hi be given in every space 
H’. Put q 7 II:. - II:,,, where II:., j = 0, 1, . . . , a is the orthogonal projec- 
tion onto Hj’ and II:+, = 0. For every n = (n’, . . . , nk), we set 
Let 
I-,= I$@ *-m$. (2.32) 
(2.33) 
where N is a final subset of the set (0, 1, . . . , a}k. Then the orthogonal 
projection of h E H onto H is given by the formula 
IIh = 2 I’,h. 
FIEN 
(2.34) 
Proof Obviously, I” is the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal 
complement Qi-of H:+, in Hj. Since H$ is the orthogonal sum Qil, m’ 1 ni, 
the subspace H is the orthogonal sum of Q, = QLl@ * * * @ Q,“t, n E N. 
Hence (2.34) follows from 2.8.A. 
3. TIME-REVERSIBLE MARKOV PROCESSES. FIRST HITTING TIMES 
3.1. We assume that (E, 9) is a standard Bore1 space and the measure m is 
u-finite. Then starting from m, p, we can construct a time-reversible Markov 
process X in (E, 3). The definition of such a process introduced in [3] is 
motivated by the following consideration: (a) both time directions, forward 
and backward, have to play symmetric roles; (b) jumps (i.e., instant transi- 
tions from one point to another) should be admitted. We consider two 
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points X,- and X,, of E for every t in an open interval (a, 8). The interval 
and the points depend on a parameter w with values in a measure space 
(St, $, P). Forward transition probabilities P,Tx describe the probability law 
for future after s, given that X,, = x. Backward transition probabilities PS, 
play the same role for past before S, given that X,- = x. A sub-u-algebra 
$I( 1) of ‘S is associated with every open interval of the real line R (events 
observable during 1). PST1 is a probability measure on ‘Y(s, 00) and P& is 
the probability measure on $( - 00, s). 
In this paper we mostly use the process X, = X,, and the measures 
P, = PO”, , . We have P,{a I 0 < p} = 1 and, for every t > 0, f E 9,’ 
Pxfot) = T,f(x), (3.1) 
Pfut) = df), (3-4 
where T, f is defined by formula (2.10). 
3.2. Let two real-valued functions F(t + ) and F(t - ) be defined on an 
open interval (cu, p). We say that the split function F(t 2 ) is continuous if 
F:F(s -) = F:F(s +) = F(t +), 
$F(s -) = li;F(s +) = F(t -) forallt E (q/3). 
A %-measurable function h on E is called fine if the split function h( Xrc), 
t E (q /3) is continuous a.s. P. If, in addition, 
h(Xt+) + h(Xo+) = h(x) as t JO a.s. P, for all x, 
then we say that h is strictly fine, 
To every measure p on B there corresponds a measure 
P,(C) = IEpx(ow (3.3) 
on %(O, cc). If h is a fine function, then h(X,,), t E (a, p) II (s, 00) is 
continuous a.s. Pp for all p. 
3.3. Put T, = {t: t > s}, T = T,, and let 
G, = 
/ 
e-“‘T,dt forXZO,G= G,. (3.4) 
T 
We call a time-reversible Markov process X standard if: 
3.3.A. Functions Gh f, f E $J separate points of E. 
3.3.B. For every bounded f E %!I and every X > 0, the function Gh f is 
strictly fine. 
’ Writingf E 3 means that f is a positive B-measurable function. 
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These properties imply that the u-algebra $8 is generated by functions 
G,f with A > 0 and boundedf E 3. (See [3, Subsect. 0.4.) 
The Brownian motion in Rd is a standard time-reversible Markov process 
corresponding to the Lebesgue measure m and the symmetric transition 
density 
P,bT Y) = Gw -d’2exp(-+]y - xl’). 
In this case (a, p) = R, X,+(w) = X,-(o) for all o. 
Not every symmetric transition density corresponds to a standard time- 
reversible process. However, the existence of such a process is proved in [3] 
for all densities which correspond to standard Markov processes in the sense 
of [ 11. In particular, standard time-reversible processes called symmetric 
diffusions correspond to the differential operators L described in Subsection 
2.5. 
3.4. To every B E % there corresponds a stopping time 7 = inf{t : t > 
0, X, E B} called the first hitting time of B or the first exit time from 
D = E \ B. (For the definition of stopping times see [l] or [3].) 
3.4.A. For all x, y, P,g(X,, y) = P,g(X,, x) I g(x, y). 
3.4.B. For every x E E, Px{ 7 = 0} = 0 or 1. (In the first case, x is 
called a regular point for B. In the second case we call it singular.) 
Property 3.4.A is proved in (41, and 3.4.B is the well-known Blumental’s 
zero-one law (see e.g., [ 1, Sect. 3.61). 
The following theorem6 has been proved in [4]: 
THEOREM 3.1. All elements of the Dirichlet space H associated with a 
standard time-reversible Markov process are regular. 
3.5. A standard Markov family is a family X = (X’, . . . , X“) of standard 
time-reversible Markov processes. It corresponds to the product p = p’ 
X . . . Xpk of the STD associated with X’, . , . , Xk. 
ForeveryxEE=E’X... X E k, we have a probability measure P, = 
‘I . . . X Pk, on (Q, 9) = (Q’, 9”) X . . . X(Qk, Fk). We put X, = 
;!i;: . ..) x&3 = (P’)...) pk). 
Let 7i belthe first hitting time of B’ E ai by X’. We call 7 = (T’, . . . , 7k) 
the first hitting time of B = B’ X . . . XBk by X. With these notations, 
property 3.4.A remains true for all standard families. (It is not known if 
Theorem 3.1 holds in the general situation.) 
Let 7i be a stopping time for Xi and let 7 = (T’, . . . , +rk). We put 
T,h(x) = P,h(X,), (3.5) 
(K)(h) = dV+ (3.6) 
These formulas agree with (2.9) and (2.10) for 7 = t. 
60ne can find similar theorems in [7, 91 for a slightly different class of Markov processes and 
with a different definition of regularity. 
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It follows from 3.4.A that 
and 
Hence T, preserves the space M and the set { f,, p E M}. 
In [3] we have constructed, for every v E M, a continuous homogeneous 
additive functional A, of X. We refer to [3] for the definition of such 
functionals. Here we describe only the properties of A, which we need. 
3.5.A. For every w, A,(o;) is a measure on T concentrated on (0, p) 
= (OJ?‘) x *-x(O,pk). 
3.5.B. If v E M(B) and if 7 is the first hitting time of B, then 
A,(T) = A,(T,) a.s. PF for all p E M. 
3.5.C. If 7i is a stopping time for Xi, i = 1,. . . , k, and if r = 
(T’,..., #) then 
PA(T) = T,f,(x). (3.8) 
In particular, 
V”(T) = f,(x)* 
It follows from (2.1), (3.8) and (3.9) that, for every p, v E M, 
(3.9) 
(~7 V>M =d h) = Q&(T) (3.10) 
and 
(PLT,, V)M = P(U) = P,A,(T,). (3.11) 
Suppose that v E M(B) and r is the first hitting time of B. By 3.5.B, 
(3.10) and (3.1 l), p - pT, is orthogonal to M(B). It has been proved in [2] 
that, for every p E M, pT, E M(B). By (3.7) and (2.1), this implies 
T,f, = %I.& for ~1 E M. (3.12) 
Let /.L E M. If h, + h in H, then (h,, h), + (h, f,),; hence p(h,) --+ 
p(h) if h, and h are regular. 
Let h E H,.. By 2.1.C there exists a sequence p,, E ti such that h, = 4. + 
h in H. By (3.12), T,h, = III,h, + ll,h. For every p E M, 
C.&, Wh= b4T,h,) = lidK)(h.) = (@i)(h) = dT,h). 
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Hence 
II,h = T,h forh E H,. 
Since H,! = H’ by Theorem 3.1, we have 
II&hZ = T$h’ for h E H’. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
It follows from (3.5) that 
and by (3.13) and (3.14), we have 
and 
T,h = T,l,@ . ..@T$h forh E Hr. (3.16) 
By Lemma 2.2, (3.15) implies 
H(B) = H’(B’) ‘8 .4JHk(Bk). 
We note that, for every countable family B,, B,, . . . E 9, 
(3.17) 
H(UB,) = VH(B,). (3.18) 
Indeed, let p E M( U B,,) and let Bi be the intersection of B, with the 
complement of B, U . . . U B,- ,. The restriction &, of p to Bi belongs to 
M(B,,) and ll~-& - ...-&IIM + 0. Hence fP E V H( B,). Obviously, 
this implies (3.18). 
3.6. Suppose that u = (a’, . . . , ak), 7 = (T’, . . . , #), where 0’5 ri are 
stopping times for X’. We put 
T(u,T) = (To’,- T7\) 8 *.4(To%- TTt). (3.19) 
If 7 is the first hitting time of B = B’ X * + . XBk and u is the first hitting 
time of C = C’ X * * . X Ck > B, then by (3.16), (3.8) and 3.5.A, 
T(u, ~)f, = &A,(u, ~1 for every v E M. (3.20) 
Here (a, T] = (a’, 7’1 X . . . X(uk, rk]. 
We note that T(u, 7) is the orthogonal projection onto Q = Q’ 
@ -43Qk, where Q’ is the orthogonal complement of H(B’) in H(C’). 
Indeed, II& - II;, is the orthogonal projection onto Q’ and our statement 
follows from Lemma 2.2, (3.14) and (3.19). 
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If C’= E’ and D’= E’\ B’, then Qi = l?(D’). Hence T(O,7) is the 
orthogonal projection onto fi’( D’) @ . . . @G“( Dk). Here T is the exit time 
of X from D = D’ X . . . X D’, i.e., r = (T’, . . . , @) where 8 is the first exit 
time of Xi from D’. 
On the other hand, T(O,7) is the orthogonal projection onto a(D) (hence 
f?(D) = I?‘(D’) 8 . . . @Z?( ok)). This follows from Lemma 2.3 if we take 
a = 1, Hi = Hi, Hf = H’(B’) and N = {n : n’ + *. . +nk > l}. Indeed, by 
(3.17), subspace H defined by (2.33) is H( E \ D) and, by (3.14), operator 
(2.34) is 2 - T(0, 7). 
4. HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
4.1. Let X be a standard Markov family and D E ‘%. We say that h E H 
is harmonic in D and we write h E Harm(D) if, for every rectangle d = d’ 
x . . . XBk c D, 
T(0, a)h = 0, (4.1) 
where u is the exit time of X from d. According to Subsection 3.6, (4.1) 
holds if and only if h is orthogonal to fi( d), i.e., if h E H( E \ D). Hence 
Harm(D) is the intersection of H( E \ d) over all rectangles d C D. Obvi- 
ously 
Harm(D) C H(E\D). (4.2) 
We say that D is simple if Harm(D) = H( E \ D). 
Null is the only regular element of H which is harmonic in a simple D and is 
equal to 0 q.e. on E \ D. Indeed, if h is harmonic in D, then h E H( E \ D), 
and if h E H,. and h = 0 q.e. on E \ D, then (h, f,)H = p(h) = 0 for all 
P E WE\D). 
If the family X consists of one process, then (4.1) is equivalent to the 
condition T,h = h, where 7 is the first exit time of X from 0.’ In this case 
all sets D are simple. 
4.2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Bi > Bi > . . . 3 BA are elements of 9?, i = 
1 , . , . , k, and let 
B= u B,$X --XB$, (4.3) 
nEN 
where N is a final subset of (0, 1, . . . , a}k. The set D = E \ B is simple. 
‘Indeed{@,X,+X,) C{a>O,X,EE\D,ti~>O),where8,istheshiftoperatorwhich 
transforms X, into X,,,. Time-reversibility of X implies that P,( u > 0, X,, is a singular point of 
E\ D} = 0 (see [4] and [6, Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.21). By the strong Markov property of X, 
P,{&X, # X,) = 0 and T,T, = T,. Hence T,h = T,T,h = T,h = h if T,h = h. 
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Let B;+,= 0 and let a, be the first hitting time of B,, = B:I X - - - X B$ by 
X. The orthogonal projection of h E H onto H(B) is given by the formula 
(4.4) 
wheren+l=(n’+ l,...,nk+ l).Inparticular, 
where 
%= u (u,,u,+,] = u (t: c-u,}. (4.6) 
IlEN nEN 
Proof Without any loss of generality we can assume that Bh = E’. Put 
D;= E’\B;, j=O,l,..., a+l;i=l,..., k; 
D,= D;,X --X0$. 
Suppose that D,,+ , fl B # 0. Then there exists 4 E N such that Di, +, n 
B$ # 0 for i = 1, . . . , k. This implies q’ I ni and n E N because N is final. 
Hence D,,+ , c D for all n E NC = (0, 1, . . . , a}‘\ N. 
Hilbert space H is the orthogonal sum of subspaces Q, introduced in the 
proof of Lemma 2.3. Evidently Q$ c fi’( D/+,) and therefore Q, C 
~‘(D;I+,) C9 . ..@l?(D.$+,) = l&D,+,). If h E Harm(D) then h is or- 
thogonal to Q, for all n E NC. Hence h E lnENQn, which is equal to H(B) 
by Lemma 2.3 and (3.18). 
Formulas (4.4) and (4.5) follow from Subsections 3.6 and 2.8.A. 
4.3. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let U be a final subset of Rk with respect to the order 
x 5 Y.~ Put x E 8U if U contains ally > x and no y < x. Let ai be a 
measurable real-valued function on (E i, ?i?) and let 
(a(x) = (@(x’), . . .) ak(xk)) forx= (xl,...,xk). (4.7) 
Suppose that 
P,{t < p, y, E W} = 0 for X-almost all t , (4.8) 
where X is the Lebesgue measure on Rk and 
Yt’(Yj,..., y(t), y;a = sup *i( xi). (4.9) 
O<s<t’ 
*LetFbeareal-valuedfunctiononRk.IfF(x)~F(y)forx~y,then~sets(x:F(x)2c} 
are final. 
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Then B = @ - ‘(U) is a simple set and, for every v E M, 
%.m = fx(~)~ 
where 
(4.10) 
%= {t:X,EBforsomeO<s<t}. (4.11) 
Proof. Let u = {u,< u,< -* . < Us} be a finite subset of R and let 
IO= (-O”, ullP ‘j= C”j, u,+Il forj = I,..., a - 1, I,= (ua, +co); 
I, = I,, x . . . XI,k for n’, . . . , nk = 0,. . . , a. 
Put n E N, if I, n U # 0 and n E ZV- if I, C U. The sets N, are final 
and Up C U C U, , where 
u,= u I,. 
IlEN, 
Thus B-. C B C B, and H( B-) C H(B) C H( B,), where B k = Cp - ‘(U,). 
Let us consider sets 
Obviously 
B;= {xi: W(xi) > uj}. 
B,= u B;,X . ..XB.“k 
nEN, 
and, by (4.5) and (4.6), we have 
where 
(4.12) 
2&= u {t:t>u,}. 
PIEN, 
Here u,, is the first hitting time of the set {x : a(x) >.u,}. It is easy to see 
that, for all 1, n, {t > an} = {yf > u,,}. Hence 
q= {t: Yt E u,>. (4.13) 
Now we consider an increasing sequence of finite sets u’ C . . . C u9 C . . . 
whose union is everywhere dense in R. We note that 
u!tti:,ufJv. (4.14) 
Here 0 is the set of all u E U which do not belong to W, and 0 is 
contained in U U au. 
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Let II’ and II” be the orthogonal projections onto H’ = U,H(B!) and 
H” = n,H(Bf). By 2.8.B,C, I-I,,h + II%, II,,h + II”h. It follows from 
(4.12) (4.13) and (4.14) that 
II’h = P,A,{t : y, E O}, rI”h = P,A,{ t : yr E V}. 
We have 0 \u C &!J and condition (4.8) implies that II’h = II”h for all 
h = f,, hence for all h E H. Since H’ C H(B) C H”, we get II,h = II’h = 
II”h. Obviously, % = {t : yI E c}, and (4.10) is proved. 
Remark. Let a,, be the first hitting time of (x : Q(x) > u}. It follows 
from (3.8) that, if h = f,, then for every x, F(u) = 7”yh(x) = P,A,(T,U) is a 
decreasing real-valued function of U. We have 
IlI,h = 2 Rkl,(u)dF(U). J 
This formula remains valid for an arbitrary h E H if the Stiltjes integral is 
understood as the strong limit in H of appropriate integral sums. 
4.4. To investigate condition (4.Q we introduce left-continuous in- 
creasing functions 
~~=inf(s:s)O,O’(Xf)kr) 
and we put 
7,= TJ,.. ( .,Tukk),Tu+= (T!l+,...,T$+), 
d(r) = P:,{T~+> T;}. 
We call a set U strictly final if it is final and x I y, x, y E NJ imply that 
x = y.9 
LEMMA 4.1. Let U be a final subset of Rk and let V C XL Then 
CAY, E v> = 0 for X-almost all t (4.15) 
if 
$7ri(vi) = 0 fordv E V. (4.16) 
For a strictly final set U, (4.15) holds if 
$7ri(vi) = 0 forallv E V. (4.17) 
9A set (x : F(x) L c) is strictly final if F(x) < F(y) for x % y, x # y 
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Proof For every i, we consider the mapping ui = yin< w’) of R X a’ into 
R and we denote by Qi the image of the product measure h X PL, under this 
mapping. The relation (4.15) is equivalent o the equality Q,J V) = 0, where 
Qk= Q’X . . . X Qk, and n’(r) = 0 if and only if Q’{r} = P,$($+ -T,) = 0. 
For k = 1, our lemma is trivial since V has no more than one element. 
Suppose that the lemma is true for k - 1 processes. For every r E R, we 
consider the following subsets in Rk-’ 
U,= {u:uXrE U}, V,= {u:uXrE V}, Ura= {u: u X r E Xl}. 
All U, are final subsets of Rk- ’ with the property (4.16). If U is strictly final 
then so are U,, and the condition (4.17) holds for U, if it holds for U and if 
rk(r) > 0. Since the closure of a final set is a final set with the same 
boundary, we can assume that &U C U. We claim that: 
(a) OK C CJa. 
(b) If av, # Ura, then Ura contains vectors u < u. 
(c) If r < i, u < u E qa, li < d E qa, then the intervals (u, u) and 
(a, 8) are disjoint. 
(d) The set I = {r : 8q # qa} is at most countable. 
(e) If U is strictly final, then I is empty and the sets au,, r E R are 
disjoint. 
Statements (a), (b), (c) are immediate implications of the definitions, (d) 
follows from (b) and (c), the first part of (e) follows from (b) and the second 
part is obvious. 
We have 
Q,(V) = ~Qk-,(vr)Qk(dr)~ 
If r 4 I, then V, C aU, and, by the induction hypothesis Qk-,(I$) = 0. By 
(d), the integral is equal to the sum of Qk-,(I$)Qk(r) over r E r. If 
Qk-,(V,) > 0, then Ura # 0 and nk(r) = 0, hence Qk(r) = 0. The first 
part of the lemma is proved. 
If U is strictly final, then, by (e), I is empty and the set 
A = {r: Q,-,(aq) > 0} is at most countable. Thus Qk(V) is the sum of 
Qk-,(V,)Qk(r) over all r E A. If Qk(r) > 0, then vrk(r) > 0, V, satisfies 
(4.17) and Qk-,(V,) = 0 by the induction hypothesis. Hence Qk(V) = 0. 
4.5. Let X be a Markov process and @ be a measurable function on the 
state space (E, 93). We say that x is singular (regular) for (X, a) if x is 
singular (respectively, regular) point for the set {y : a(y) > Q(x)}. Let S 
be the set of all singular points for (X, @), and let 7r be the first hitting time 
of the set {x: a(x) > r}. 
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Suppose that Cp is fine. Then, for P,-almost all w, Q(X,) is right continu- 
ous and tends to Q(x) as t JO. Hence a’( X,,) L r a.s. P,,, and P,{T,+ > 0} = 0 
if a’(x) > r. If a(x) = r, then P,{T,+> 0} = is(x). By the strong Markov 
property of X 
= P,{@(X,,) = r, XT,E s}. 
4.6. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (Pi be a fine function for Xi. Let S’ stand for the set of 
all singular points and 9,’ for the set of all regular points for (Xi, W). Formula 
(4.10) holak if 
@-‘(au) c 3*x *. . xcRk. (4.19) 
For a strictly final set U, (4.10) ho& if 
(S’x . . . XSk) r-l cp-‘(au) = 0. (4.20) 
Proof. It is sufficient to check (4.8). We claim that, for every t, 
Pm{t < 8, Y, e Q(E)} = 0. 
Indeed, for P,$-almost all wi, Qi( Xi,) is a continuous split function on 
(0, @). Hence, if t’ < pi, then y:, is equal to @(Xi+) or a’( X3-) for some s. 
Condition (4.8) will be proved if we show that (4.15) holds for V = aU fl 
a(E). By Lemma 4.1 this will be done if we show that (4.19) implies (4.16) 
and (4.20) implies (4.17). 
By (4.18), n’(r) = 0 if the set C,!= {y: @(y) = r, y E Si} is empty. 
If (4.16) is not valid, then there exist u E V and i such that Ci, # 0. Let 
y E CL, and let x be a preimage of v under @. The element i with 
components 2 = y, gj = xj for j # i belongs to Q-‘(V). Since gi fj! R’, 
condition (4.19) is violated. 
Now suppose (4.17) does not hold. Then all sets CL, are not empty for 
some u E V. Let y’ E C,i,. Then y = (y’, . . . , yk) E ia-’ n (5’ 
X * . . XSk) and (4.20) does not hold. 
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